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Adams, Paul The Complete Legal Guide For Your Small Business $19.95. The only how-to of its kind, this book actually permits self-help that reduces attorney's fees.


Bostwick, Burdette E. Resume Writing 2nd edition $7.95, pbk. The definitive guide to the most important document that a managerial-level job-hunter must prepare.


Cohen, William A. Building A Mail Order Business $17.95. For novices and seasoned entrepreneurs...the definitive handbook.

Curtin, Richard T. Running Your Own Show: Mastering The Basics of Small Business $17.95. Everything entrepreneurs need to know about buying or selling a small business.

Gleim, Irvin N./Patrick R. Delaney CM Exam. Finance for the Nonfinancial Manager Herbert E. Feige $19.95. The most up-to-date and thorough guide available to financial planning for a secure retirement in an inflationary economy.

Rosenberg, Jerry M. Dictionary Of Banking And Finance $24.95. For everyone who can't tell an ROI from an IOU.

Sgidler, L.J.V.D.R. Carmichael's Accountant's Handbook 6th edition $75.00 2v. set

Spiro, Herbert T. Finance For The Nonfinancial Manager 2nd edition $19.95. "A valuable primer written in a language laymen will be able to follow."—Sales And Marketing Management.


Future $19.95. The most up-to-date and thorough guide available to financial planning for a secure retirement in an inflationary economy.

Rosenberg, Jerry M. Dictionary Of Banking And Finance $24.95. For everyone who can't tell an ROI from an IOU.

Sgidler, L.J.V.D.R. Carmichael's Accountant's Handbook 6th edition $75.00 2v. set

Spiro, Herbert T. Finance For The Nonfinancial Manager 2nd edition $19.95. "A valuable primer written in a language laymen will be able to follow."—Sales And Marketing Management.
